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**BBC - History - British History in depth: Overview**
Mar 03, 2011 · British Economic Development since 1945 by Alan Booth (Manchester University Press, 1995) Religion in Britain Since 1945: Believing Without Belonging by ...

**British raj | Imperialism, Impact, History, & Facts**
British raj, period of direct British rule over the Indian subcontinent from 1858 until the independence of India and Pakistan in 1947. The raj succeeded management of the subcontinent by the British East India Company, after general distrust and dissatisfaction with company leadership resulted in a widespread mutiny of sepoy troops in 1857, causing the British to reconsider the structure of

**United Kingdom - Britain since 1945 | Britannica**
United Kingdom - United Kingdom - Britain since 1945: Labour rejoiced at its political triumph, the first independent parliamentary majority in the party's history, but it faced grave problems. The war had stripped Britain of virtually all its foreign financial resources, and the country had built up “sterling credits”—debts owed to other countries that would have to be paid in foreign

**History of the British Isles - Wikipedia**
1900-1945. Queen Victoria, who had reigned since 1837, died in 1901 and was succeeded by her son, Edward VII, who, in turn, was succeeded by George V in 1910. The British Empire flourished but there was a bitterly fought Second Boer War in South Africa. In 1914, Britain entered the First World War by declaring war on Germany. Nearly a million

**Mandate for Palestine - Wikipedia**
The Mandate for Palestine was a League of Nations mandate for British administration of the territories of Palestine and Transjordan, both of which had been conceded by the Ottoman Empire following the end of World War I in 1918. The mandate was assigned to Britain by the San Remo conference in April 1920, after France's concession in the 1918 Clemenceau-Lloyd George Agreement of the

**british politics since 1945 the**
In a profile of the historian Perry Anderson, which appeared in the New Statesman in 1999, Edward Skidelsky noted that Anderson's exchange about British history with the historian E P Thompson in the
why the left must abandon the myth of british decline
In recent years, a cavalcade of British liberals has taken to Twitter to denounce the supposed trans takeover. But as last week’s Labour Party conference showed, pushback against trans rights has also

transphobia is the latest front in the blairites’ war against the left
The attack on the Twin Towers in New York City on September 11, 2001 was an atrocity that stunned hundreds of millions in the U.S. and across the world. It was also a pivotal moment in the long term

9/11 and the endless wars of u.s. imperialism
The Counterfeit Candidate, the debut novel by award-winning Top Gear director Brian Klein, is an instant classic that would be perfect for TV or film adaptation—a gripping, cinematic thriller packed

must read of the week: the counterfeit candidate by brian klein
Irmgard Furchner, 96, who served as secretary of a Nazi death camp, was declared on the run by a court in northern Germany this morning after failing to turn up for trial but was found a few hours

nazi ‘secretary of evil’, 96, is found after going on the run ahead of trial in germany
Hitchcock movies & masterpieces like ‘Rear Window’ and ‘Psycho’ to examine 10 of the director’s overlooked classics like ‘The 39 Steps’ and ‘To Catch a Thief’.

underappreciated hitchcock movies: ten lesser-known gems from the master of suspense
Not only is the center of political gravity shifting from Europe to Asia, European unity seems a thing of the past.

the eclipse of europe
Towards the end of the summer of 1969 – a few weeks after the moon landings, a few days after Woodstock, and a month before the first broadcast of Monty Python’s Flying Circus – a large grey metal box

forty years of the internet: how the world changed forever!
Since 1901, the Nobel Peace Prize has been awarding global strides in peace-making. The 2021 winner will be announced on October 8.

the nobel peace prize winner the year you were born
By D.B.S.Jeyaraj The Pandora Papers are a series of papers being continuously published since October 3rd 2021 by the Washington based International Consortium of Investigative Journalist (ICIJ). The

revisiting the attack on thirukkumar nadesan at rameswaram in tamil nadu by pro-ltte goons.
GAY TIMES spotlights 10 pioneering Black British LGBTQ+ figures who have made a transformative impact on queer history.

10 black british lgbtq+ icons you should know about
Wilds Harold ‘Kim’ Philby, former First Secretary of the British Embassy in Washington, is the subject of a new book. Pictured here at a press conference in response to his

kim philby’s beirut: the missing years in the life of the notorious british spy
Although few Americans may have noticed it, last weekend South Korea’s left-wing Democratic Party selected its next nominee for president for the election in March 2022. Since the Republic of South

south korea democratic party's next presidential nominee is an even greater risk to us than the current president
Yet one senses today that Europe’s role in world history is passing, that the American pivot to China and the Indo-Pacific is both historic and permanent, and that, as the past belongs to Europe, the

patrick buchanan: europe’s role in history passing; the future belongs to asia
Palestine’s landed class could have organised to fight Zionist land grabs. Its negligence and collaboration with the occupation has left ordinary Palestinians to resist alone

how the palestinian elite failed to prevent israel’s land theft
I have never been in Auschwitz since 1945. I don't know how I will feel when I be back. Not that I try to forget but I try to suppress the thinking about the Holocaust and of my past. I tried to live.

Documentary on Auschwitz survivor to be shown at the Linda
Mainstream history books portray United States foreign policy in benevolent, glowing terms: American governments have always been dedicated to freedom, democracy and human rights, promoting these

'Washington bullets': the U.S. history of coups and assassinations under review
In Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia vandals. Even with the intensity of political invective, there's no excuse for using the swastika. Since Nazi Germany made it part of its genocidal

There's no place for the swastika in Canadian political discourse
Keep moving downriver past the hamlet of Jensen and you'll run through checkerboarded Bureau of Land Management land, where private companies are drilling for oil and gas. Eventually, you'll hit the

How foreign investors in farmland are changing life in the West
Then came the Great Civil War of the West, our Thirty Years' War (1914-1945), where all of the great Still, this was the worst U.S. affront of our French ally since President Dwight Eisenhower

The eclipse of Europe
Although plans for an emergency Allied invasion were in place as early as 1942, the requisite skill, power, and political for the British and American strategic debate. Since 1942, the

Operation Overload: D-Day could have happened far earlier
READ FULL ARTICLE As late British historian Tony Judt wrote in Postwar: A History of Europe Since 1945, Soviet leaders philosophical doctrine and a political ideology which was used by

China is not Soviet Russia - that's why it's threatening to the US
For centuries up to and including the 20th, Europe seemed the central pivot of world history. Then came the Great Civil War of the West, our Thirty Years’ War (1914-1945), where all of the great

Patrick Buchanan: the eclipse of Europe has begun
In addition, carbon dioxide used to stun animals in slaughterhouses is running out, and the industry warned earlier this week that British poultry overnight cut to benefits since the creation of

The week Britain ran out
Military tankers have been placed on standby to address a flash fuel crisis. FP columnists and contributors break down the good, the bad, and the ugly from the 76th U.N. General Assembly.

Britain's special relationship fantasy has been exposed
Then came the Great Civil War of the West, our Thirty Years' War (1914-1945), where all of the great Still, this was the worst U.S. affront of our French ally since President Dwight Eisenhower

The eclipse of Europe
The year 1945 began with Mohammad Ali Jinnah determined to convince the British and the Congress Party was a chronic shortage of food supplies. Since 1941, when President Franklin Roosevelt

Jinnah: his successes, failures and role in history - v
I would not go as far as the wag who takes the uncharitable view that the US takes India for granted exactly as secular political parties military coalition since 1945 -- a grouping of 39

The hocus pocus about Quad and Aukus (comment)
But the building has lost some of its glory since the Trinamool Congress (TMC claim the state’s political cognoscenti, are far from good. The Left Front didn't win even a single seat

Writers' building in Kolkata stands at the intersection of architectural heritage, history, politics
The 1945 UN charter and its later that neither the British nor Americans would sell us one, and that both sides of politics were reluctant to reignite
debate about nuclear-generated electricity.

aukus is jolting australia out of its strategic stability cocoon
Weeks if not months of intense political horse-trading almost certainly Christian Democratic Union has had its worst result since 1945. Remarkably, it even has been unable to hold on to

world needs a strong germany
The Labour leader's much-trailed 11,500-word essay 'The Road Ahead' hits back at criticism he has failed to outline a plan for power in the 17 months since he seized the helm. It was published by

keir starmer's 11,500-word labour essay at a glance - and what we've learned
The British, the essay claimed would be depressingly familiar to anyone versed in the politics in Central or Eastern Europe since 1945, although the outcomes, obviously, were infinitely

sean wilentz fires back on the 1619 project and the climate of anti-history
but this was the height of cynicism and many voters seem to have seen through it VANCOUVER — It turned out not to be the most important election since 1945. Newspapers with deadlines just

john ivison: trudeau's cynical majority ambitions run headlong into the ultimate justice of the people
Over three years (1945-48), Meridor escaped not once or twice, but an incredible five times from the clutches of the British until the Palestinian people as political pawns leaving many

more daring than a prison break
Then came the Great Civil War of the West, our Thirty Years' War (1914-1945), where all of our French ally since President Dwight Eisenhower ordered the British and French out of Suez.

patrick j. buchanan: the eclipse of europe
VCH initiated the renaming process in response to an advisory from a community group about the racist political activities of the centre’s namesake. The British in 1945 and the Japanese